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SUMMARY OF PROJECT

There are occupational disparities in the risk of COVID-19. People working in occupations with close contact with others may be at a higher risk of death due to COVID-19. Occupational exposures may also be modified by the workplace policies put in place to protect workers in different national contexts.

In this Data Insights, we explore how COVID-19 mortality rates vary by occupation for women and men in Scotland in the period between 1st March 2020 and 31st January 2021. Using a national novel linked data collection, we contrast preliminary results for Scotland with those from a similar linked data study for England.

Generally, Scottish adults had higher COVID-19 mortality rates compared to English adults, with women showing lower rates than men. In Scotland, men working in essential elementary service occupations, such as kitchen assistants and waiters, along with large goods vehicle and taxi drivers had exceptionally high mortality rates. In contrast to English men, lower mortality rates were observed for Scottish men working as health professionals and as care and home workers, suggesting that the policies implemented in the health and social care sector in Scotland may offer a higher degree of protection.

WHAT WE DID

We established a large linked data collection by combining:

- Individual-level 2011 Census data and health administrative data from Public Health Scotland COVID-19 Research Database, and
- Household identifiers from Ordnance Survey’s Unique Property Reference Number (UPRN) covering every address in Scotland from a CURL residential linkage tool developed at SCADR.
WHAT WE FOUND

Figure 1 shows how age-standardised COVID-19 mortality rates*** vary by occupation for men and women aged 40 to 64 years in Scotland and England. Occupations are ranked in descending order by Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) 2010 codes**.

NOTES:

Scotland: Age-standardised mortality rates calculated using the direct method and 95% confidence intervals calculated using the Dobson (1991) method to account for the small number of COVID-19 related deaths; deaths occurring between 1st March 2020 and 31st January 2021.

England: * Weighted averages reported when occupational groups were aggregated to SOC one-digit codes for Scotland; weighted averages calculated assuming that the English population had the same sex composition of the Scottish population; Source: Nafilyan et al. (2021; table 2, pp. 8-9).

Scotland and England: Data were not reported if there were less than 10 deaths; mortality rates were standardized to the 2013 European Standard Population.

** Some occupational groups with a particular policy relevance and sufficient sample size were displayed using SOC 4-digit codes. Other occupational groups with smaller sample sizes and/or lower policy relevance were aggregated to SOC codes of 3 digits or less. The more aggregated categories exclude the finer categories: e.g. ‘82’ excludes ‘8211’ and ‘8214’ which are identified separately.

*** The age-standardised mortality rate is a weighted average of the age-specific mortality rates per 100,000 persons, where the weights are proportions of persons in the corresponding age groups of the 2013 European Standard Population.
WHAT WE FOUND

Key findings include:

• Differences in mortality rates across occupations reflect both occupational risks and the social class gradient in underlying health. This stands out as we move from the higher-status end of the classification (Managers, director and senior officials) to the lower end (Cleaners and domestic workers).

• Higher COVID-19 mortality rates were observed among the adult population in Scotland compared to that in England. In both countries, women displayed lower mortality rates compared to men.

• In Scotland, exceptionally higher mortality rates were recorded among men working in ‘Other elementary service occupations’ such as kitchen and catering assistants, waiters and hospital porters, along with taxi and cab drivers, and large goods vehicle drivers.

• Among Scottish women, higher rates were observed among those working in ‘Elementary trades and related occupations’, including industrial cleaning occupations, packers, bottlers and canners. Higher rates were also observed among female workers employed as ‘Process, plant and machine operatives’, which included occupations from process operatives in food, drink and textile industries, to assemblers and sewing machinists, as well as more general ‘Elementary occupations’, such as postal workers and couriers, and elementary sales occupations, such as shelf fillers in stores.

• Compared to England, in Scotland there were lower mortality rates among men working as ‘Health professionals’ (e.g. medical practitioners, nurses and pharmacists), in ‘Caring personal services’ (e.g. nursing auxiliaries and assistants, ambulance staff), and among both care and home workers.

WHY IT MATTERS

As we move through the different stages of the pandemic, it is crucial to understand the drivers of occupational differences in COVID-19 mortality by sex and country. This is needed to design policy interventions which help to target protection measures to higher risk and more vulnerable occupational groups.

WHAT NEXT?

This is work in progress and one of the next steps will be to model the risk of COVID-19 related death in Scotland using survival analysis and accounting for individuals clustered within households and geographical areas.

Primary care and prescribing data will be used to better characterise the pre-pandemic health status for adults identified in the cohort. By doing this, we can get closer to identifying the risks arising from the occupation itself. In addition, small-area measures of population mobility derived from mobile phone records will provide an alternative way of identifying occupational risks by capturing the extent to which people in different areas had to continue travelling to places of work during the various ‘lockdown’ phases of this period. Extending the analyses to hospital and critical admissions will help us to look at the different pathways leading to COVID-19 mortality.
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